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' IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 7 Z 701/

litre PATENT APPLICATION of -
0‘95

FARBER e! 111. Group Art Unit: 2177
t

Examiner: Homere, Jean R.

Appln. No'. 09/283,160

Filed: April 1,1999 , ' EXPEDITED
EMMINA TION

‘ For; IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING DATA IN NETWORK USING
IDENTIFIERS‘WHICH ARE. BASED ON CONTENTS OF DATA (As Amended)

w s * {F at:

August 22,2001

RESPONSE ' F?
EOE/V50

Hon. Commissioner of Patents AUG 2 4 , _
and Trademarks T ‘ /’/{1/'

Washington, DC. 2023.1. echno/Ogy 09m
W2100

Sir:

Please amend this application as follows:

‘ IN THE: CLAIMS:

Please amend the claims as follows (the-claim amendments are shown in detail invthe

attached appendix}
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’54. (Amended) ‘In a system inWhijch a Set of data files are distributed across anetwork

V of servers, at least some of'the data files being cached‘versions' of data files, from .a source

CA/ server, wherein the source server is distinct from the servers in the network, a content
delivery method comprising:

determining a data identifier fer arparticular data file on the source server, the data

identifier being determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the
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given function to determine the data identifier comprises the contents of the particular data
file; and

responsive to ‘a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of. the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of

the sewers of the, network of servers, said providing'being based on the dataidentitier of the

requested data item.

iii-(Amended) In a system in which a set of data files are distributed across a network
of servers, Some. of the data files being cached from a source server distinct from the servers

in the nétWorkt a content delivery method comprising:

determining a data identifier for? a partieuiar data file on the source server, the data

identifier being determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the

given function to determine the data identifier comprises the contents of the. particular data

file; and

responsive to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular'datafile, causing a copy ofthe partieular data file to be

provided from a given. one ofthe servers ofthe network of servers.

lb .
5 , . (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing. a; set ofidata files across; a network of servers;

determiningra data identifier for a particular data file,- the data identifier being

detennined using, a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the given function to I

determine the data identifier comprises the contents ofthe particular data file; and

in response to a request for the particular data fiie, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular datafi'le, providing the particular data file from a given One of

the servers of'the network of servers, said providing being based on the data identifier of the

particular data file.

“ . ii?

§’{ (Amended) A method as in claim 5/further comprising:
determining Whether the data identifier corresponds to a data identifier of any data file

present on the given server.
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\2 158’. (Amended) A method asin claim 77 further comprising:
based on said determining, if the data identifier does not correspond to a data file

present on the given server, locating the particular. data file from another server.

. . w

i’9 99/ (Amended) A method as in claim d8 further comprising:
obtaining, on the given server, a local cepy of the particular data file, from the other

server. I

\b

M 6% (Amended) A. method as. in claim §6 wherein at least some ofthe data files
distributed across the network of servers are cached versions of data files from another

server, distinct from the network of servers.

to

\6 ¢ . (Amended) A method as in claim §6 further comprising:
reselvin-g'the request for the particular data file based on a measure of availability of

at least one of the‘servers; /‘
1‘?

w 6;! (Amended) A method as in claim 91/wherein the measure of availability is based .
on one or more of:

(21):: measurement of bandwidth'to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and

(c) am'easurement of a reliability of a connection to the. server.

l" 10 ~
63’: (Amended) A method as in claim éfl wherein the data file is a compound data file

made up ofvarions component data files, the method further comprising:

for each component data file of at least some of. the. component data files:

(a) determining a data identifier for the component data file; the data identifier

for the component file determined using the given function of the data,

wherein said data used’by the given function to determine the data identifier

comprises the contents of the component data file; and

(‘6) providing the. component data file from a given one of the servers of the

networkof servers.
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M (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising;

distributing a setof data files across a network of servers;

for a particular data file having a particular name specifying a location in the network

at which the data file may be located, determining another name for the particular data file,

the other name inoiuding aldata identifier determined using a given function of the data,

where said data used by the ‘givenfunction comprises the contents of the particular data file;
and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including the other

name of‘the particular data file, providing the particular‘data file from a given one of the

servers ofthe network of servers.

\‘1 . ii

6%(Amended) A method as in claim 6 ] Where'in at least some of the data files are
cached versions of data files from another server which is distinct from the network of

v SGTVCI‘S.

7}) ti;

6/{ (Amended) A» method as in claim 6/4/fi1rther comprising:
resolving the request for the particular data file based on .ameasure of availability of

at least one of the servers.

ti . 31)
W/(Amended) A method as in claim96/wherein the measure of availability is based

on one or more of:

fie) a measurement of-bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of a reliability of anconnection to the server._ /

I2 9* ./ i g
’“ {68. (Amended) Amethod as in claim>,64"wherein the. particular data file is a

compound data file comprising various component data files, the method further comprising:

for at least one component data file: _

(a) determining a data identifier for the component data file, the data identifier

determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the

given function coinprises the contents of the component data file; and

(b) providing the component data file froma given one of the servers ofvthe.

network of servers.
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99. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data files across a network of servers, at least some of the data

files being cachedversidns of data files from another server, distinct from the network of
servers;

determininga data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier determined

using a given function of the data,‘wherein said data used by the given function comprises the

contents :of‘the particular data file; and

‘in response to a request for theparticular data file, the request including at least the.

' :da‘ta identifier of the particular data file, providing theparticular data file from a given one of

the servers ofthe network of servers.

at
w (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
causing a set ofdata files to bedistributed across a network of servers, at least some

of the data filesbeing cached versionsof data files from another server distinct from the

network. ofservers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier determined

using a given function ofthe data, wherein said datausedby the given function comprises the

contents ofthe particular data tile; and

l in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular data file, causing thepaxticular data file to be provided from a.

given one of the servers of the network of servers. 2

7,6

, V (Amended) A coutent delivery method, comprising:
distributing'a set of data:~files across a network of servers, the network of servers

being organized: into .a set of regions; '

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier determined

using a‘given function of the data,'wherein said data used by the given function Comprises the

contents, of the data file;

in response to a client request for the particular data file, the request including at least

the data identifier of the particular data file, providing the client with the particular data file

from a given one of the servers of the network ofservers within the regiOn.

Iv ' fi/ a
7/2. (Amended) A method as in claim)4 wherein the given function is a message

digest function or a hash function.
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